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FOREWORD

"Imagination is more important than knowledge. "1 Go ahead,

challenge these famous words of Albe: t Einstein, but you would

probably be less inclined to refute, "Kno-,rledge can be more power-

ful when creatively applied.
"2

The importance of imagination cannot be exaggerated. A quick

survey of our international, national, and local affairs will reveal

a dire need for creative solutions to problems of great magnitude

and diversity.

The purpose of this guide is to stimulate thinking on how we

can help boys and girls to effectively utilize their imagination,

and to offer suggested procedures and guide lines that have been

reasonably successful.

1
Alex F. Osborn, Applied Imagination (New York: Charles Scribner's

Sons, 1963), p. 1.

2Ibid., p. 1.
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The best way to have a good idea
is to have lots of ideas.

Linus Pauling
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Inspiration is the impact of a
fact on a well- prepared mind.

Louis Pasteur

A fair idea put to use is better
than a good idea kept on the polish-;
ing wheel.

-Alex F. Osborn

The larger the island of knowledge,
the longer the shore line of wonder.

Ralph Sockman

_It takes courage to be creative,
Just r.s soon as you have a new
idaR, ::ou are a minority of one.

E. Paul Torrance

Highly intelligent, but rather
non-creative individuals, have
a disinclination rather than in-
ability, to use their imaginations.

Sidney J. Parnes

-Observation, not old age,
brings wisdom.

Publilius Syrus

Are you stimulated to continue onward? Do you want to find out more about what you
can do about creative problem-solving in your classroom? Then read on



WHAT DO WE MEAN BY CREATIVITY?

Every person born has the gift of

creativity. It is used by the

child in his play, in doing or in

getting out of doing his daily

chores, in building friendships,

in meeting the challenges of his

day at school.

As the child grows, he finds new ways of applying creativity in

sports, in hobbies, in meeting and socializing. In adulthood the

housewife uses her creativity to establish and decorate her home,'

in planning daily meals, in providing daily activities for her

children, in developing their patterns of growth.

The housewife, in fact, may have to show more creativity in her work

than her husband who is more apt to follow routine or the assembly

line. Even so, he may be expected to contribute new techniques or

ideas.

Creativity manifests itself in several ways. One is in creative im-

agination. This is the ability to visualize, to foresee possible

outcomes, and to generate new ideas.

Creative imagination is not just. imagination alrne, but imagination

coupled with both intent and effort. Using creative imagination in-

volves looking forward, foreseeing, supplying, completing, planning,

inventing, solving, advancing, originating.

-2-



Note: Not a single, passive verb nresent: Creativity involves action:

Creative action then, is another phase of creativity.;.

Creativity is best manifested in solving problems. Creative problem

solving involves fact-finding, idea-finding, and solution- finding --

each of which will be further discussed in this guide.

What else can be said about creativity?

Here are some ideas you might consider:

Creativity is imaginatively recombining ideas already known into some-

thing new.

It is that "creative spark" that enlightens, illuminates, and excites.

It is an ideative effortthe more ideas gathered, the greater the

quality of the ideas will be.

Creativity is adventurous, bold. It gets away from the main track--

breaks out of the mold.
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STOP! ROAD BLOCK. AHFAD!

WE'VE RUN INTO A PROBLEM!

THE FACTS: 1. Every one of us hts some creative thinking ability.
2. We regularly use only a fraction of our potential.

THE QUESTION: What's keeping us from using more, or all, of the creative
thinking potential we now have?

WHAT'S HOLDING US BACK?

THE ANSWER: There are manv obstacles that work against the wider appli-
cation of our latent creative powers. There are both in-
ternal and external blocks that inhibit productive thinking.
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Steer Clear or These
An awareness of these inhibiting factors can and should lead to the develop-
ment of ways to alleviate them, offset them, or eliminate them. Educational
programs should be designed and implemented to help the student gain an under-
standing of past influences on his present behavior, to help him perceive of
himself as a creative being, and to provide environmental conditions that en-
courage creative functioning.



You are in the Driver's Seat

The Teacher's Role

Remember: Every person has this creative imagination and

ability to solve problems creatively. It is up to you, as

the teacher, to see that it is used.

How can this be done?

1. Obtain and_ protect a hearing for minority ideas and
solutions to problems.

2. Create an environment of freedom, keeping guidance
to a minimum to allow the child to express ideas
contrary to those commonly held by the majority.

3. Be an adventurous, spirited teacher, willing to
listen to wild ideas.-

h. Develop a tolerance of the creative personality,
at times it can be "hard to take."

5. Provide for active and quiet periods.

6. Create "thorns in the flesh."

7. Create necessities for creative thinking.

8. Teach the child to value his creative thinking.

9. Teach skills for avoiding peer sanctions

a. Avoid over-assertion.
b. Avoid bookishness.
c. As your ideas are repeated, respect others.

10. Encourage and evaluate self-initiated learning.

11. Develop constructive criticism.

12. Make children more sensitive to environmental stimuli.

13. Encourage the habit of working out the full.imnlica-
tion of ideas.

14. Encourage acquisition of knowledge in a variety of
fields.

15. Make available resources for working out ideas.

16. Beware of forcing a set pattern.

-5-



THE'CREAT1VE THIUKTUG PROCESS

I. Fact-finding

A. Defining the problem

1. Picking out the problem
2. Pointing up the problem
3. Making the target specific
4. Writing the problem

a. Stated clearly
b. Stated broadly
c.. Expressed as a question

B. Preparing data relevant to the problem

1. Gathering facts

a. Previously stored (memory)
b. Newly acquired

(1) Related facts
(2) Contributory facts

2. Analyzing facts

a. Why-so and what-if
b. Interrelationships of facts

II. Idea-finding (the most neglected part)

A. Idea-production

1. Characteristics of ,ideation

a. Numerous approaches
b. Piles of tentative ideas
c. Quantity breeds quality
d. Deferred judgment

-7-

Deferred Judgment

Alfred N. Whitehead observed that
there is a certain amount of fool-
ishness in any new idea when it
is first produced. Many silly
ideas have later become useful
in solving problems. In' he
early stage of generating ideas,
we should give imagination pri-
ority over jud5ment. This tem-
porary withholding .of evaluation



is called the princiTile of de-
ferred juclment.

So, don't. judge too soon. When
novel ideas are permitted to
come forth, they may often be
refined and developed into
worth-while means of solvinE.;

Problems.

e. Incubation process incuban P2190 0S

The incubation process has been
given several descriptions:

1. "Do-nothing" period
2. Sleeping on a problem
3. Unconscious effort
4. Letting; up

5. Purposive relaxation

This important phase of ideation
freouently results in brigrt
It has been suggcJsted that this
period of little conscious effort
may be successful because of the
previous periods of much conscious
effort. Those of us who have
toiled writing tern pacers, can
remember retiring and awal:cning
with a new idea that was formed
while we were not consciously .

involved with the term paper.

f. Habitual relationships Habitual Relationoi.zips

We are creatures of habit. How

else could we crowd so much into
a day? These automatic responses
enable us to swift3y face riany
everyday situations. Yet, when
you think about it, we frequent-
ly let our habits keep us from
handling new problems as effec-
tively as we might. We permit
the "habit" approach to inter-
fere with creativity.

It is understandable that we tend
to associate ideas or objects
to each other in fixed patterns
because of habit. These associa-
tions could be called habitual
relationships. Some examples of
"habit assoc.-3ations" are ham and

eggs, bread and butter, and sister
and brother.

-8-



g. Forced relationships Forced Relationships

-4

2. The working mood

a. Flex imagination
b. Arget everything else
c. Uninhibit yourself
d. Keep an open mind
e. Be alert for hunches
f. Try anything

3. Techniques of idea-production

a. Association of ideas

(1) The role of a catalyst
(2) The mind - a kaleidoscope
(3) The accidental factor
(4) The laws of association

(a) Contiguity (nearness)
(b) Similarity
(c) Contrast

b. Brainstorming for ideas

Deliberate or forced relationships
must be "turned on while habitual
relationships are suspended or
shelved temporarily. We make an
honest effort to step out of the
"rut of habit" to make different
associations between ideas and ob-
jects. These different associations
are called "forced" relationships.

Let us consider the habitual associ-
ation of bread and butter. We will
temporarily shelve butter and think
of othe:,. = rereads. It is possible
to think of ideas that might lead
to another "Harmers Big Boy."

(1) A conference - group technique
(2) A group list of ideas
(3) Free-wheeling of ideas
(4) Versatility of application

c. Attribute - listing

(1) Everything starts from something else
(2) Creation equals observation plus adaptation

B. Idea - development

1. Selecting from resultant ideas
2. Adding .other ideas

3. Reprocessing ideas

-9-



a. Modification
b. Combination

III. Solution - finding

A. Evaluation of idc=.s

1. Verification of tentative solution:3
2. Confirmation of worth

B. Adoption of ideas

1. Adaptation
2. Modification
3. Substitution
4. Implementation



LET'S SEE HOW THIS CREATIVE R:OBLEASOLVING

PROCESS CAN BE EFFECTIVELY. USED Iii THE CLASSROGI:--

Since creative problem-solving is a shill, it can be developed

and improved with practice. The structured worksheet approach

is a valuable aid in supplying such practice. Prior to indi-

vidual effort, the total process is presented to the group,

and each step is thoroughly discussed. Then several problems

are worked on a group basis. Five separate worksheets, one

for each of the five steps, are provided. A child's sample work-

sheets illustrating the use of the creative problem-solving

process have been reproduced.

It should be noted that a rigid structure cannot be supplied

for so dynamic a process as creative problem-solving. While

the five phases or steps provide a helpful guide, they are not

an inflexible formula for meeting all challenges. These work-

sheets should be adapted to suit the special needs of each

particular problem depending upon the nature of the problem.
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am in a fifth grade !!..2..jor Work class, and although we have

had officers in our classes since the third grade, I ho.ve

never even been nominzAed. I just dread the times when we

elect new class officers because I know I'll never be chosen,

and this is soraething I would really like.



Worksheet No. 1 FIUD1WG THE FACTS

What other facts would you
like to know about the
problem? (List only fact-
finding auestions) .

Where might the answers to
the questions be obtained?
List all possible sources.

When you are able, investi-
gate your sources for fur -
ther information. What
did you learn?

1. Me. the rte, ochek chi,E-
dken in the koom who
have the isame pkobeem?

Ctaeszmat es
TeackeA4

yea, a tninonity group o4
about 8.

2. Ake the same eJ'iadken
etected time adte)t.
tone?

Ce..a64 1ilate6
Teachex6 (paezent and
pkeviows)

Same chit.d.A.en do ze.eni to
get e.tected, but azo
4 orate new chadir_en.

3. What wte theta e chit-.
&Len (the ones elec.-
ted) -Eike?

Pens onat obs eiwation
Teadiek
Cta,s6MateZ

Fkiendey, help others , dO
wokk on time,. don't goo6
alLOUnd

4. What qua,P,_,Weis zizouid
a. peAison have to be
an oiiiice)/.?

TeacheAz
P0A-ent6

Read books

.S enz e o kezpon-sibitity,
matuke, 01,Lendly, intet-
tigmt, wZeing to wand',
deziAe to do we.0

. Do I have these quati-
ti.e4?

Myze,4
reachm
PaAents

Sane (intel,eigence, de,s-Ue
to do welt) but not otheitz

6. Do 7 have. many clas e.
tclac, acts?

Mys et().
cp.2t64Plate6 .

Parents
.

Onty 2

. What do adcd,ts do. to
get elected?

Teachms
PaAents
.(?then aduLts
Bootzz

Campaign, Wank haiLd

. What chit.dken do /
vote 6 a?,

My4see6 Ficiendey peopte who axe
nice. to me

-13-



Worksheet No. 2 DEFINIIIG Tl1G PROd=1

List all the questions or challenges suggested by the problem.
(Use creative tya)e. nuaStions such (1'.;: 'Tow mic;at I

?It

"What ways might I ?" "nat. might I do to 9").

1, Whcu mi.ght I do to get elected?

2. How YilLrillt 1 bC.0011!2. rilOAC, p0Plitike

3. How I becoii2, a a0,56 :e.Padert.?

4. What ways i?Light 1 116 e to keep the tame" people PCOM CC,e41.1(ty.L

getting cha5en?

5, How might I get zafiieone to no.i.,Enate ire?

(;hat rii.ght I do to get the qua-U:2. 3 needed to be etected?

7, flow inLght 1 coo:Lk ti,),Uh otheA. tt,'"LO have neveA. been
o64-ice)t.s?

8. How might I be. happy 1.4.tithout even. both g etec,ted to an
o4(lice?

9.. How ngight 1 becme a betteA. 6tudent?

10, How Might I maize morc.e. pirEenclz?

11, How might. I change?

Now circ]e the most promising statement for creative attack.
Perhaps it is the one that vrould give you the greatest leeway,
the largest number of approaches. It may be one of th, nar-
rower statements that is really the crux of the situation.
Choose the one which is most significant to you.



Worksheet No 3 FINDING TEE IDEAS

The principle of deferred jud6lient is put into practice at
this stage.

Write the problem statement here: What might I no to get
(This is the one you have selected the quaZitie4 needed to
from the previous wo,7ksheat). beeteaed?

IdeaS: List as mny I-!d.ds to the solution as you

can. Do not juclge or evaluate your ideas -just list them
all--wild, zany, or sensible.

Be a heady hetpeA.

Get my woAk done.

3. Be Onny.

Atway4 do my but.

5. Be quiet.

6. Look pAetty.

7, Be harqu'e to the teacheA.

0 Be witting to make Wends.

(D Don't distukh people..

Listen potitely even i6 I atAeady know it.

11. BAing an apple Son the teacher.

Don't make bun o6 peopee.

(g) Send get-weLe catLd6 when peop.ee cute Aick.

(0 Don't tel on peopZe.

(g) Biting in extra, intelLuting thing's to zhalte.

16) Don't cheat.

17. Stay aemt.

18. Don't 6idget.

-15-



Worksheet Mo. 3 (Continued)

19. Be genekows w.f.:tit thinc45.

(20},) Ignme peolote that botheiz. me.

21. lkiitg

Be. especialty to P-Lien cf.5 I at'A.e.ady

23. Don' t zaff thi1ig3 that calgek peotiLec.

(21)

5

(2-6)

67.)

Dort': coript.ain orL di4agkee, 6o melt.

Get Aid ,Wtit citing habit4.

Don't 4i/ow 066.

Don' t /stick my rime othut bEtsine..

Now go back and circle the ideas that seem to offer the best
potential for solving the problem.



W'orkshe'et No. 4 FiliiiTIG feliE SOLU:f_r 0:1

1. List the criteria. Tirnat arc the ksi by 1..-laich you can nlentally test
the effectiveness of each of your ideas? Try to anticipate all effects, re-
percussions, and conseauences.

2. Evaluate only your circled. ideas from the previous worksheet. For each of
these ideas, indicate a rating in each block. (Ggood, P-poor,
DP- doesn' t pert ain ) .

3. Hake a decision regarding each of the circled ideas by checkinL or cornmentinz
in one of the boxes under "Decision. .

f.'Eumber of Ideas m
ci
0

.,--1

-./.
..

from Previous 02
c,,i n.' Ci

.'' C.)1../orksheet o o o4--)
Cs' XI E /'.1

,..0 0 0 .-' c, ti o0 0 0 Ci

'-'1(..-1 i ..)

11 I L15)

2

4

8

9.

100

12

G I G G

_
DP X

G F I F

G G 1 F

G G I

F F 1 G

F F 1 G G

F F G G

F F 1 G

Not es

--;;
G--- G

G
t

G " X 8 , 32.q..:0 11).
G G H X into one

DP X more friends.
DP 1j X

F DP X .

6 DT i 1--
F G

Flc

X

1,; X

G DP 11
X

DP .$ X

DP 6

GI
DP. ii;

17PA
x

Criteria for each problem will be determined by the nature of the problem.

17



Worksheet No. 5 BIPLETMTING Pith FINAL SOLUTION

First idea (or combination of ideas) to be developed. (Select from the previous
worksheet).

Write the idea here: Make moke 6kiend6.

Do not fill in Columns B & C until you
have finished Column A.

Column A

Ways of carrying out the
above idea (use deferred
judgment)

Column B

Who, When, and/or Where?

Column C

How and/or Why?

I .1 Be heZp6uZ and co-
-opekative.

To aZZ cta6.6mate6--piek up
thing's, had dom., .e-t
them go iciA4t

To picactiee bettek mannek6
--I wiet be be-tte.A. tiked

Shot' 1 am i.HUke6ted7in
othek pcoac.

C2.) Be a gbod7Mtenek. Conien -t on kepokt6; testa

suutions.
3. Give a pakty.

4. Don't be puishy.
___

5.) Don't day thLng4 to
Mutt othek peekee. _ .

CorvZiment instead o Liz-

cruet; think be1oke I- 4peak.

Peopteaelkeatize I am
kind.

6 Comptiment. othuus
when they Zook nice
ok do good things .

Notice- othek peopte4
ctothe6 and 4ay 40 when I
tike them.

(7) Be happy - zraae.
.:,

AZwayz zmite! Avoid fikowning and pouting I

(pople won't tike me) .
i

c, Take my twin.
',/

AZway4! Don't push ak
above.

0) Don't monopotize
di6cu,s4ion. .-

Duking dacumion6, let
othek people. have a ttlz.n

taking.

My idea4 might not be the 1

best.

10. Don't-teZZ on othenz.

11. Give out tkeat6.

12. Laugh at foke.6.

13 Develop Zike intek-
eats.

.

Find out Nftat othek cZaz4-

matez tike and then head
and teakn about then.

The more inteAutds I have,
the make 1 witZ have in
cannon 4o I can make. mope
4kiend4.

OP Look pketty. Take cake o6 my clothez--
away4 clean and neat!

Now go back and circle the best ones in Column A. Then for each circled one, list
further thoughts in Columns B and C regarding the who, when, where, how, and why.
You will need a separate sheet for each idea you decided to use on the previous work-
sheet.
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HERE ARE SOME SAAPLE PROBLEIJS YOU MAY WANT TO USE

Personal Relationships

1. Your best friend has invited you to a party. He has also in-
vited someone who you do not like and with whom you do not wish
to associate. You want to go to the party, though. What will

you do?

2. You have moved and as a result you will be transferred to a
school where you know you will be the only one of your race.
How will you meet this situation?

3. One of your close personal friends has lately developed some bad
habits that will get him into trouble if discovered. You know
your parents would stop you from associating with this person
if they knew about these habits. Can you solve this problem?

4. Every day you hear your friends, neighbors, even relatives
talking about people of other races or religions as though
they were evil. You know that much of That they say is not
true, but you don't want to be "dropped" from your group. Is

it possible for you to solve this problem and still be fair to
all?

5. Someone has taken something that belongs to you. You know he
has but you have no way to prove it to anyone else. What can
you do about it?

Literature

1. Your parents have special permission from the school to take
you on a long trip during the school year. In order to go
you must report on all the new things you have seen and learned
on your trip. How can you keep a careful record and make a re-
port when you will be too excited to even think of school?

2. Examine some winners of the newberry Award and compare them
with books that have not won such an award. Why do you think
the Newberry winners received the award? What is different

about them?

3. You are having difficulty with some of the words in a book you
are reading. Can you devise a game that can be used to teach
yourself and others the troublesome words?.

1L Reading poetry can sometimes be difficult. Perhaps the read-
ing of poems can be coupled with the playing of rhythmic instru-
ments. What will you need to know before this can be done?
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Literature (Continued)

5. The book you eve reading is exciting to you. You would like to
rewrite it as a play and have your group perfom it for others.
This involves a great deal of planning. What are some of the
probies. you will have?

Science

1. In your lifetir.e there have been many new di; co't'eries and inven-
tions. Your parents Lr srandper:,nt:-, /.-yr not understand some of
them as well aq you do. How can you keep from seeming to be over-
bearing when discussing these i,hin,s at home?

2. If you had a lar; e reek to be reuoved from your yard and only one
other pelson to he:2n you, ,hat, methods night you emeloy to remove
it?

3. You are moving; to a second story aPartr,ent. When you arrive you
find. that the stove will not go through the door. How would you
go about solving this problem?

L. You would like to discover the ecological history of the area in
which you live. Looks have been written to tell you about that,
specific area. ',hat reans might you use to find out this informe.-
tion?

Social Studies

1. raps and globes change daily because nations change names and
boundaries. What might be done to keep our expensive maps and
globes up-to-date and usable?

2. You would like to write a history of the important events of the
world that have haopened in your lifetime. How will you go about
this?

3. While studying a foreign country you decided you would 17,':.e to
learn its language. Find out hoer you may do this and db it..

4. Would it be possible for you to take a trip around the world with-
out using any means of commercial transportation?

5. Newspapers record history as it is happening. With your class-
mates take a major problem from the daily paper and decide how
you might go about solving that problem, (e.g. Lee-Seville housing
situation).

6. Your class has been studying Latin America and another class has
been studying the growth of the United States. How might you
work together to present a program to the school?
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General

1. List your pet peeves. Determine which of these bothers you most.
How can this problem be solved? Can the others be solved in like
manner?

2. You are Giving a surprise party for a friend. You want it to be
a different'kind of party than you've ever given before. Remember,
a party takes a great deal of planning!

3. You have planned your party and are ready for it. Refreshments are
out, decorations up, gifts or prizes bought, and no one shows up:
What can you do?

1. You have traveled all the way from Cleveland to California to visit
a relative. When you Get there you discover all your luggage is
missing. What will you do about it?

5. You wanted a baby brother and got a baby sister instead.
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Fact-finding

List. problems, needs, opportunities for creative problem-solving. To help
you think of problems, consider the folloing:1

1. What would you like to do, have, accomplish?

2. What do you wish would happen?

3. What would you like to do better?

1i. What do you wish you had more time for?, more money for?, etc.?

5. What more would you like to get out of life?

6. What are your unfilled goals?

7. What angered you recently?

8. What makes you tense, anxious?

9. What misunderstandings do you have?

10. WYpt have you complained about:

11. With whom would you like to get along better?

12. What changes for the worse do you sense in attitudes of others?

13. What would you like to get others to do?.

14. What changes will you have to introduce?

15. What takes too long?

16. What is wasted?

17. What is too complicated?

18. What "bottlenecks" exist?

19. In what ways are you inefficient?

20. What wears you out?

21. What would you like to organize better?

1
Sidney J. Parnes, Creative Behavior Workbook (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
1967), p. 105.
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DO YOU NEED A PUSH IN PRODUCING IDEAS?

Try these techniques:'

Use of idea - spurring questions (help stretch the ability to produce creative
ideas) :1

1. To what new uses can the idea be put?

2. How can I adapt the idea to another use? What else' is like this? What__
other ideas does it suggest?

3. How can I modify the idea? For instance, could I change the meaning,
color, motion, sound, odor, taste,-form, shape--give it a new twist?

4. How could I magnify the idea? Could I acid something to it--more time,
greater frequency, extra value - -make it stronger, higher, longer,
thicker, larger, heavier? Could. I duplicate, multiply, exagr;crate?

5. Could I minify the idea: subtract something, make mailer, condense,
put in miniature, lower, shorten, narrow, lighten, omit, slow, stream-
line, understate?

. Could I substitute: who else, what else, other ingredients, other
material, other process, other place, other Dower, other plane, other
approach, other tone of voice, other time?

7. Could I rearrange it: change components, pattern, layout, seauence,
schedule, change pace?

8. Could I reverse it transpose, positive and negative, opposites, turn
it around, turn it backward, upside down, inside out, reverse roles,
turn tables, transfer cause and effect?

9. Could I combine it with something else: a blend, an alloy, an assort-
ment, an ensemble, combine units, purposes, appeals, ideas?

1
James A. Smith, Setting Conditions for Creative Teaching, in the Elementary
School (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1966), p. 165.
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